The organizational chart consists of lines and textboxes arranged in a hierarchical order to show who reports to whom. Techniques Center employees are grouped on the left side and Student Disability Services (SDS) employees are grouped on the right. Job positions at the same level are color coordinated and each text box shows the name and job title of the person.

Dr. Larry Phillippe is at the top of the chart as the Managing Director of both Student Disability Services and the Techniques Center. Terri Greene is Larry’s Administrative Business Assistant and reports directly to Larry. Blessy Keralavakkayil is the IT Specialist and reports directly to Larry. Kami Ray is the Techniques Center’s Senior Business Assistant and reports directly to Larry. Virginia Trevino is the Senior Business Assistant of SDS and reports directly to Larry.

TECHNIQUES CENTER

- Brandi Schreiber is the Associate Director and Program Director of the Techniques Center. All of the employees in the Techniques Center report directly to Brandi as their immediate supervisor.

- Kyla Shannon is the Assistant Director of the Techniques Center. All Master Tutors and Tutors report to Kyla.

- There are five counselors in the Techniques Center listed in the order of longevity: Rachel Onishi, Taylor Fortney, Katie Ericson, Christian Enevoldsen and Morgan Trevino.

- There are 90 student tutors.

STUDENT DISABILITY SERVICES

- Tamara Mancini is the Senior Assistant Director of Student Disability Services.

- Blayne Alaniz is the Assistant Director of SDS and his immediate supervisor is Larry.

- Taylor Fidler is an Administrator/SDS Counselor, and his immediate supervisor is Blayne.

- There are two SDS Counselors listed in the order of longevity: Yuri Mendoza and Lauren Matthys. Their immediate supervisor is Blayne.

- There are 5 student assistants/tutors who report to Tamara.

- James Whitfield is the Assistant Director and Interpreter Coordinator. James reports directly to Larry. James supervises the Lead Sign Language Interpreter, the full-time interpreters, and the part-time interpreters.
• Carolyn J. Scott is the Administrator/Lead Sign Language Interpreter in SDS.

• There is one full-time Sign Language Interpreter: Jess Ingalls

• There are three part-time Sign Language Interpreters listed in the order of longevity: Liz Bowe, Melissa Hays, and Eileen Espinoza.